Millions of “traders” keep searching for the “Holy Snail” ratio, to solve their problem, of when to enter and exit each trade. Have you found it (yet)? Why keep searching?

Gann hinted, what to do, on page 34, in 1942, when he told you take any two random highs and lows, and divide them by eight, and start making profits. Folks he fibbed to you. You fell for it.

On page 68, in the same book, Gann confessed that he really wanted you to know The Natural Numbers. He mentioned: 100: 12.5, 25, 37.5, 50, 62.5, 75.00, 87.50, and 100. Have you heard of them?

1.5 million traders, and every teaching “guru” missed it, but T. Henning Murrey didn’t. Why did you miss it?

You are lucky T. Henning Murrey sold his portion of his annual sales business of $20,000,00 per year, to help you learn how to trade off 8th grade math.

Trading for profits is as easy as dividing 100 by (8), then 12.50 by eight, etc.

You surely have a child who can divide 100 by eight. Ask them to help you.

Pythagoras said, “Look at a 12 or 13 year old child to see the math of this world.”

The human navel is exactly (+ or minus) 5/8th of the total distance from the feet.

The human body is random, but exactly proportioned into 8/8ths.

Markets want to react to the last extreme highs and lows. We all know this Truth.

But, there is one more price factor, the Over Bought and Over Sold MM Trading Area is the controlling factor, to whether or not, markets Breakout into a higher or lower trading Octave.

There is no need to count the Elliott Wave unless you know Murrey Math. No market will Breakout higher or lower, unless or until it closes (5) cents on either side of any “present” Murrey Math Trading Frame.

Gann told you this (5) cent Truth on page (71) when he said that 1861 Wheat had to close higher + (5) cents, or it would fall.

Gann and Murrey are able to predict market reverses to (5) cents months or years in advance or real time. You can learn too.

Predicting any market’s reversal, to within (5) cents, is made easy by starting with The Natural Numbers set to MM Square (100).

You are invited to join, thousands of traders, who want a simple Logic Based Strategy set to 10 simple rules (never vary).

By dividing 100 by (8), you already know the larger trading ranges ahead of time and Price. Why keep learning to “guess trade”?

Gann was setting all markets to music inside a square on Base Ten. Believe it?

There are two camps for traders: 1) random guess rules, 2) strict rules set to music.

All markets already know the major reversal price point years in advance.

If you want trading to be more complicated than this, please quit reading now.

Simple Example for rookie readers: the Dow 30 reversed five times the past four years off 7,500 and this last run up off October 09, 2003, down at 7,187.50 was exactly 312.50 points below 7,500.

The high off the October 10, low reversal was 9,06.25, which is exactly 312.50 points above 8,750. This market was trading equally on either side of 8750 and 7500.

This is 1,250 points or 1/8th of 10,000.

Sorry folks, T. Henning Murrey figured out what Gann was doing back in 1993. Every other guru teaching Gann methods missed it.

T. Henning Murrey has taught a relative of Gann. They have a family Bible with his name in it. They missed it too.

The exact difference between 7,187.50 and 9,062.5 is 1,875 points.

Gann gave us 18.75 on page 68 as the 1st most favorite number. Move decimal over.

How is it possible that the last reversal was exactly 1,875...
points? Was it luck?

If you are a true trader, you know it isn’t, because it reversed from the previous high up at 9.0625 for a Double Top.

The last two reverses were 1.875 + 1.875, which equals 3.750 points, or 3/8 of 10,000, which is the MM Square it is trading in (presently). Everyone is looking for 3/8th and 5/8th moves (up or down) off random highs and lows.

Folks, the Dow 30 reversed lower on October 02, 2002, the Murrey Math start for the new trading year: 2002 – 2003, and it fell from MM 3/8th to – 2/8th, which is a move of – 5/8th or 781.25 points exactly.

On the high at 9.0625 this past reverse up to its Double Top, it fell – 5/8th down – 781.25 points. Both these 5/8th reverses were inside the Internal Harmonic Octave 7,500 - 8,750, which is ten times larger than Gann’s Natural Number 100.

Gann gave you the outside frame for large moves over a year’s trading.

Murray goes inside Gann’s head and gives you the Murrey Math Internal Octave “profit frame” for trades inside the 16 - day trading frame, so you can steal 2/8th fast.

Small + 2/8th profits are taken fast. Then, gambling with the other 50% of your winning position will make you a rich trader (over time and repetition).

Test: how much do you make trading?

If you don’t make $ 50,000 per year trading, you are in the rookie status.

Your trading I.Q. is measured by your success reflected only in what you make (money) not how many terms you know.

Trading is simple, if you can think simple minded. If you use moving averages and Indicators you have a personality problem that hinders your ability to “see” a simple trade.

The rule to a perfect trading system is: can a blind person trade it? Yes MM.

Could a blind person remember the high up at 9,062.50 on August 22, 2002, the lows on October 09, 2002, then the reverse up at 9,062.50 on December 02, 2002.

You would not need any Indicator or slow moving average to tell you to reverse positions after 1,875 points.

How many years of learning to trade would it take a blind person to remember to short all Double Tops, and reverse on lows of – 1,875 points. Did you do it? No?

All markets are reversing to preset numbers set to Music: 437.50 cycles per second.

You don’t know how this works. Please just accept it (now). If you already knew, you would already know my Truths as Truth.

Gann knew this simple rule of Logic.

Gann went to London, England to study Fibonacci’s Math. He traveled to Egypt to study the math in the Pyramids.

Murrey was poor growing up, so he just read it (all) in books at the Library.

Murrey knows how to help you profit off the brains of two geniuses: Murrey-Gann.

Your job is not to learn how to be smarter than Murrey and Gann.

Folks, Gann and Murrey are gifted men.

You may be smart, but you aren’t gifted.

If you were gifted you would have already figured out what Murrey and Gann did.

Please get over it, and relax, and start making profits off 8th grade math: Murrey Math, instead of trying to improve on Music based trading inside The Murrey Math Harmonic Octave.

1998 to 2000 created the largest number of “brain dead” quasi gurus who thought they could out “create” the Master Teachers.

They are hiding under their moving averages and Indicators that failed to tell them the high in the Dow 30 was 11,875, and the Nasdaq was 5,000.

T. Henning Murrey has been telling you, how easy trading really is if you quit trying to out do Gann and Murrey.

All the other gurus can’t do it either (yet). They are converting to Murrey’s mindset.

Murrey discovered that Gann left off the simple Truth: all markets are trading inside one of 128 Internal Octaves inside The Natural Number 100.

You won’t be able to figure out the 128 different Internal octaves, unless you take one year at 18 hours per day.

We provide the “Murrey Math Learning Tool” for setting the 128 different Internal Octaves, by providing the real time software program, so you may simply rent it on a monthly basis, until your trading I.Q. can figure out how to set the current trading Price in Time (Rhythm).

Your job is to get all the expert learning tools asap, then get to paper trading, then trade “live” real time, and quit creating a better moving average or Indicator.

87.5% of all the software programs that offer internal fine - tuning of Indicators are perpetuating traders who are continually confused and frustrated at their own genius.

Most rookie traders should start with trading baseball cards, instead of the S&P 500 E Mini’s. But they enjoy losing.

Please look at the chart Figure (A): IBM from October 2002 thru Jan. 2003.

This market is set to two of Gann’s Natural Numbers: 75 to 87.50 over 90
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Aha! however! I never found the secret as shown by Gann’s verified results. It was only after attending most of the Gann seminars, administered by people, all of whom were claiming to have his secret, that I came to the conclusion that there was a question as to whether the teachers were actually duplicating his record. Indeed, they were usually not even in fair range of his results.

It was then that I began dissecting his seminars and assimilating certain segments of different seminars. I came to some conclusions, not the least of which was, in my opinion: THAT HE WASN’T ALWAYS TEACHING THAT WHICH HE WAS ACTUALLY TRADING.

I can stand corrected, but the next ten years proved to me the validity of my convictions. Mr. Gann indicated that he would not reveal the true secret of the math involved. However, he also indicated that if one were to spend the time which he had (25 years) and covered the material at least three times, that it could be revealed to a serious student.

I have qualified for the years, plus some, and have subjected my family to at least ten of those years, sometimes to their exhaustion, I’m sure.

I SUBMIT TO YOU THAT THE PYRAPOINT SYSTEM IS THE PRINCIPLE WHICH HE USED. I can prove it, I feel.

Gann never taught this in any of his seminars, administered by people, all of whom were claiming to have his secret, that I came to the conclusion that there was a question as to whether the teachers were actually duplicating his record. Indeed, they were usually not even in fair range of his results.

Gann never told you to do this, since he assumed you had enough Logic to see it.

Do you see it? Do you trust it? Do you want to improve it, or destroy it? Choose now.

T. Henry Murrey refined what Gann knew, and shows you, the exact price for every 1/8th that IBM would have to close above or below to move higher or lower.

These numbers will never change in 1,000 years. You may choose to confuse them.

T. Henry Murrey copyrighted the Breakout (+ 2/8ths) and Breakout (-2/8ths) in 1993.

You are ten years late, if you haven’t converted to Murrey’s high I.Q. trading system. But you will someday soon.

T. Henry Murrey took his high I.Q. and converted it into a simple software program, so normal I.Q. and low I.Q. traders may improve their “win loss” ratio.

87.5% of all traders are only normal I.Q. traders. 87.5% of all populations are normal, not genius people.

We have found that most traders can’t learn complicated trading rules.

Why would you want to learn a complicated trading system with so many rules or exceptions? Wouldn’t you prefer to learn to trade off 8th grade math I.Q. rules?

IBM reversed 26 times off simply dividing the difference between 75 and 87.50.

How many years of trading would it take you to know this Truth?

Gann and Murrey already know it. When will you accept it? You must someday.

Is this too simple for you to accept?

Why not use Gann’s rules and place them inside Murrey’s Internal Harmonic Trading Frame and quit using random extremes?

Please look at the IBM chart.

You could have made + $126,562.50 in 90 days, if you used Gann’s 3/8ths and 5/8ths rules, along with Murrey’s trading rules.

Gann charged $5,000 in 1929 for his classes to the rich.

T. Henry Murrey charges $875 for the 1st day to teach you how to quit losing.

Have you heard about single stock futures?

This is the greatest profit maker potential introduced in years.

It will take the average trader ten years to accept this simple (new) way to trade.

Do you wonder why IBM couldn’t
Dow 30 stocks.

IBM as it reacts to the direction of the day, you will be able to interday trade. You can keep awake, and see the screen all day. Why would you not simply trade it inside 78.12, 78.12? IBM has reversed inside 76.56 and 78.12.

The child will tell you that the Dow 30 is running to MM 1/8. The Murrey Math Real Time Software Program solves the problem as to where to see highs and lows? There are 112 different software programs available, but they are asking you to set your trading frame (8/8th) off what you think is correct.

Normal I.Q., low I.Q., and rookie traders, are not supposed to “guess trade” off random highs and lows. How can a “loser” or rookie, be held responsible for making the best judgment as to where to see highs and lows? T. Henning Murrey just finished “live” teaching classes the past three weeks in: Santa Ana, California, Las Vegas, Nevada, and now in Nashville, Tennessee.

The Murrey Math Real Time Software Program does all the “mental work” for you. It illustrates many short term scalping or swing trading techniques which have a high tendency to work intraday. Various intraday time frames are shown and how they can be used together to keep you in the direction of the market. 200 pages $49.95 S&H $4.95

W.D. GANN IN REAL-TIME TRADING

If you feel that you would like to do short term scalping or swing trading in the markets, then this book might be for you. It illustrates many short term Gann mathematic trading techniques which have a high tendency to work intraday. Various intraday time frames are shown and how they can be used together to keep you in the direction of the market. 200 pages $69.00 S&H $4.95

PATTERNS & ELLIPSES

Stocks and futures move in elliptical paths. When a market makes a gap, its price action usually passes into a new sphere. All its activity will remain in the current sphere until it moves into another new sphere. Ellipses along with pattern analysis can be used to determine if a market is bullish or bearish. This new book tells you how to use ellipses along with detailed chart patterns to determine if a stock or futures contract is bullish or bearish. 100 pages $49.95 S&H $4.95

GANN GRIDS PRINTING PROGRAM

At last…an affordable computer printing program that allows the user to plot and chart almost all stocks, commodities and indexes in the legendary WD Gann grid chart format making them mathematically and harmonically perfect for Gann, Bayer or Elliot Style cycle research. No more time consuming hand drawn charts to worry about. The Gann Grid Printing Program will allow the user to set the price scale data from .001 - 32.00 per grid box. $79.95 S&H $4.95
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GANN MASTERS II

Learn the techniques of Gann

Techniques are illustrated using the Gannsoft 3.0 software program: swings, angles, squares, ranges, square time and price, square of nine, time cycles, astrology, geocentric and heliocentric planets, time by degree. The Third Dimension, squaring a circle, expansion of arcs, square root expansion, odd and even squares, Fibonacci expansions, High Low Range, dividing range, 7 times the base and much more. 200 pages.

200 pages. 30-day money-back guarantee. $90.00 plus $4.95 S/H. Futures

The average normal I.Q. trader is confused when they use Indicators or moving averages. They get too many weak signals.

Please look at your screen and tell us how much trading trash you observe to make one simple decision: how far up or down has this market run? Does your screen look like the cockpit of a fighter pilot?

Question: what happens if IBM closes above 90.625?

Question: what will be the new Internal Trading Frame?

Question: what happens if Dow 30 closes above 8,007.81?

Question: what will be the new Internal Trading Frame?

This is simple 8th grade math logic.

Do you enjoy adding more confusing trading techniques into your “losing” strategy? Want to really change to simple?

87.5% of all commodity traders are out of money in 90 days.

75% of all stock traders are long (buy) only traders, who trade long in down markets.

93% of E Minie Futures traders never took a class before trading this fast moving market, so they get stopped out too much.

College will not make you smarter at figuring out market direction or making profits off your average I.Q.

Perfect Example: University of Maryland, where Murrey worked on PHD, for a short time, 16 students were on CNBC TV last week, smiling and bragging that they had lost only – 25% this year, trading with their college educated brains. Who cares?

Do you want to simplify your trading strategy or do you switch strategies each month? Losers love to learn: winners trade to earn profits. What are you learning?

T. Henning Murrey studied the markets before reading Gann’s book 50 times in 1992. he saw the Holy Snail set to: 1, 5, 6, 11, 17, 28, 45, 73, 118, 191, 309, 500.

He wanted you to profit off simple rules, not complicated exceptions.

Anyone who had read pages 317-321 in his book would know this (already).

The Dow 30 stocks stopped up at 8,000, then fell lower interday. Hello profits.

Since 1993, more traders are converting to Logic based trading. Every month you will get a new Indicator that will work for 30 days. Weak traders search for Indicators.

The average normal I.Q. trader is confused when they use Indicators or moving averages. They get too many weak signals.
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